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Present situation in Dutch glasshouse horticulture

 Market
 A few big sellers make the prices.
 The market is satisfied.
 Big international and national competition
 Only demand of a constant quality and amount

 Society
 Civilians claims save products and certification
 The government makes more rules

 Sector
 Grown of scale
 Lack of good personnel
 Low profits



Development of size of horticultural companies

vegetables ornamental

Compa
nies

ha ha /
Com
pany

Compa
nies

> 2 ha

Compa
nies

ha ha /
Com
pany

Compa
nies

> 2 ha

1975 9769 4683 0.5 101 8352 3060 0.4 72
1985 6974 4559 0.7 238 7701 4275 0.6 254

1995 4686 4405 0.9 442 7399 5518 0.7 478
2000 3433 4200 1.2 599 6575 5927 0.9 712

2003 2825 4320 1.5 688 5597 5769 1.0 810

2004 2652 4359 1.6 686 5347 5692 1.1 820



Development of number of horticultural companies
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Glasshouse area split up by size of company
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Size of glasshouse companies

1995 -2000

1980

Rebuilt in 2004 in one company  
of 6 ha



Size of glasshouse companies



Size of glasshouse companies



Size of glasshouse companies



Contribution of the costs (2004)
Tomato Sweet 

Pepper
Cucum-

ber
Rose Chry-

sant
Gerbe-

ra

Plant material 3% 5% 8% 3% 26% 6%

Energy 25% 22% 17% 22% 18% 24%

Delivery 4% 5% 6% 8% 9% 13%
Other production 
costs 5% 6% 7% 3% 4% 5%

Labour 37% 33% 40% 40% 18% 29%

Equipment costs 21% 23% 17% 20% 22% 20%

Diverse 5% 5% 4% 3% 4% 3%

Source: Applied Plant Science (PPO Glas)



Personnel management



Type of personnel 
Total Vegetables Ornamentals Pot plants

Companies characteristics:
Size (ha) 245 104,3 81,9 36,7
Number of companies 66 25 31 7
Average company size (ha) 3,7 4,2 2,6 5,2

Dutch average size ha (2002) 1,1 1,4 1,0 0,8
Personnel level (men year / ha) 6,2 4,4 7,3 7,9
 Entrepreneur and family 12% 14 % 14 % 9 %
 Permanent staff 55% 42 % 50 % 77 %
 Temporary / contract work 24% 36 % 22 % 7 %
 Students / schoolchildren 9 % 8 % 14 % 6 %



Strategic choices

 Low cost prices
 Temporary and contract workers etc.

 High quality production
 A motivated permanent staff
 At labour peaks fix team of contract workers 



Strategic choices 2

 Research “Labour radar”:
 “In the continually harsher international competition 

horticulturalists in The Netherlands must explicitly choose a 
strategy based on quality. Modern personnel management 
and policy are important aspects of such a strategy. 
Competition only on costs will not work in the long run and 
there is no way to compete with the production from low-
wage countries. Dutch horticulture must compete using 
innovation and high quality production, just as in the textile 
branch.”



Orientation phases TQM:

Orientation Focus firm Focus employer
Product Product Decides alone

Process Production process Listen to the direct 
environment

System Tunes internal processes 
secure and control

Involve the environment in 
the decision-making.

Chain Tunes internal processes 
with chain processes

Involve the chain in the 
decision-making

Society  Takes its responsibility in 
the society

Anticipates society 
demands



Subjects personnel management

 A clear vision of the future, translation of this into a 
company strategy and the implementation of this policy by 
the entrepreneur.

 The knowledge and skills (degree of competence) of the 
entrepreneur as employer

 Organization and planning of work
 Recruitment and selection of staff
 Education and training
 Involvement and responsibility
 Work consultation and work evaluation meetings.



Perspective, strategy and policy:

 Target situation: Entrepreneurs have a clear perspective about the 
future of their company and from this point of view they develop 
strategy and policy. 

 Present situation: Development of strategy is a weak spot in many 
large companies. 

 Recommendation: Stimulate discussion and thought about the 
future and company policy, preferably in sessions within groups. 



Knowledge and skills as employer:
 Target situation: The employer/entrepreneur has a basic 

knowledge of personnel policy. A number of activities can be out-
sourced to specialized companies.

 Present situation: The majority of the employers only have 
secondary or college education. These courses do not include 
personnel management. More often younger employers and 
entrepreneurs have a higher college education with more emphasis 
on personnel management. 

 Recommendation: Horticultural education and courses must 
provide more background knowledge on basic personnel policy. 
Additional courses on personnel management must fit in with the 
career development of (young) entrepreneurs. 



Organization and planning of labour:
 Target situation: The tasks, authorization and responsibilities of each 

employee are clear. This allocation of tasks gives the entrepreneur the 
opportunity to concentrate on other areas. A labour plan and timely 
anticipation of labour peaks, creates a calm and stable atmosphere. 

 Present situation: Protected horticulture has large seasonal fluctuations in 
labour requirement. This creates an unstable atmosphere because of many 
different temporary personnel on the nursery. In addition to finding suitable 
staff, it is difficult to make staff feel involved in the company.

 Recommendation: Try to meet the labour demand as much as possible 
with permanent staff. Make arrangements with employment agencies 
about the use of the same temporary workers. If the same worker is taken 
on, he will become more involved in the company and will not need to be 
repeatedly instructed. These temporary workers are the potential 
candidates for new vacancies. 



Recruitment and selection:

 Target situation: Employee’s capability and ideals coincide with the 
required competencies and responsibilities. When recruiting new 
personnel, their position within the organization of the company is always 
known. 

 Present situation: In practice the employers do not require production 
staff with any training or specialized education. For all workers a level of 
enthusiasm and a good attitude constitute the minimal requirement. For 
the middle management they require a (higher) college education. 

 Recommendation: When selecting and recruiting new personnel take their 
capability and ideals into account, e.g. the wish to move into a 
management function. Frankness about the real chances within the 
company prevents disappointment and creates chances for commitment. 
An active training policy is a part of career planning and this should be 
mentioned in the job interview. 



Education and training:
 Target situation: The aims of the company, as well as those of the 

personnel are continually changing and developing. A company 
involves personnel in its development and allows them to grow with 
the company. 

 Present situation: The entrepreneur or employer maps out the 
strategy of the company. Generally the aims are relayed to the 
personnel, and there is hardly any discussion with, nor ideas from 
the personnel. An exception to this is the middle management. 
From them the entrepreneur expects a more active participation.

 Recommendation: Involve production workers in the development 
of company policy.



Commitment and responsibility:

 Target situation: Motivated workers commit themselves to a company. 
Permanent and temporary workers are prepared to follow courses and 
training.

 Present situation: Although many employers are prepared to finance 
training, the personnel is less prepared to follow courses; theoretical 
courses in particular. Seventy five percent of the employers experienced 
little or no enthusiasm to learn via courses. The courses which people 
are enthusiastic about are the practical courses like First Aid, Safety 
First, spraying, computer and fertilizer and irrigation courses.

 Recommendation: The employer must stimulate the workers to follow 
relevant courses. Use practical courses as a stepping stone for other 
types of courses.



Work consultation and evaluation meetings:

 Target situation: Exchange of information to and from the personnel is 
regular and well-organized. The amount of work and the allocation of 
tasks are clear for all members of staff. There is regular attention to the 
functioning of the workers in the individual work evaluation meetings and 
to their development within or outside the company. 

 Present situation: In many companies the meetings about work allocation 
take place during the coffee break or while the staff are working. Work 
evaluation meetings are not yet widespread and any agreements made 
are rarely monitored. 

 Recommendation: Maintain a regular and well-organized form of work 
consultation especially in larger (>2 ha) nurseries. Include the business 
plan and the results in this consultation. Make it clear in the individual 
work evaluation meeting what sort of development is expected from a 
worker. Also discuss training and courses in the meeting. 
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